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Since the birth of cinema, it has been the cinematogra-
pher’s charge, if not calling, to wrangle the technical to
serve an artistic goal, and the recent, rapid evolution of
digital technologies has added layers of complexity to

this challenge. Forging into new territories, experimenting
with new media and pushing the boundaries of possibilities
have always been check-boxes in our mad-scientist job
description, and over the past decade I’ve had opportunities
to explore the pros and cons of several digital motion-picture
cameras, including Panasonic’s VariCam; Sony’s CineAlta
family, which includes the F900, F950, F23 and F35
cameras; Panavision’s Genesis; Vision Research’s Phantom
HD; and Red Digital Cinema’s Red One. Naturally, each of
these platforms presented its own learning curve in terms of
both practical handling and image control.

AC ’s recent reader survey revealed significant interest
in the subject of shooting with the Red, so my goal with this
article is to discuss some aspects of that camera’s particular
usage. I have shot some of my favorite projects with the Red,
and I’m extremely proud of the imagery I have created with
it, but the Red, like any other camera platform, is not perfect.

I have so far used the Red to photograph more than 50
music videos and commercials. The first was the music video
for Chris Brown’s “Forever,” which I shot in early 2008,
when the camera was still fairly new in the marketplace. At
that time, few rental houses had them, and even fewer rental
houses or post facilities knew how to handle them. As with
any new technology — and certainly with any new model of
workflow — there were some growing pains. I’d shot loads of
digital imagery with other platforms, but I quickly found
that many aspects of working with the Red were unique to
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the camera. For example, early on, you
could quickly get bogged down just
trying to define the best codec to use so
you could edit your files on an Avid;
the Red was launched with a post
protocol geared primarily toward using
Final Cut Pro, leaving post facilities
initially at a loss as to how to edit and
online footage in other systems.

There are several things you
should take into consideration before
selecting the Red for a job. It should
first be noted that, in my opinion, the
camera is presently not well suited for
low-light, warm-colored scenes; its
native color temperature is around
5,000°K, and the manufacturer recom-
mends the camera be rated at 320
ASA. The camera designers’ decision
to balance what I would regard as a
medium-sensitivity sensor toward
daylight was a little shortsighted. The
permanent color-temperature bias of
the Red is “locked in” at polar oppo-
sites of the real-world shooting condi-
tions cinematographers typically face:
we mainly need less sensitivity in
daylight and more sensitivity in artifi-
cial lighting situations.

Let me explain: If you’re plan-
ning to shoot an intimate, candlelit
interior, you will likely be shooting in
very low light levels in color tempera-
tures near 2,000°K. No matter how you
set the Red’s “viewing” settings — you
can adjust the monitoring look-up
table to display any color-temperature
setting you desire — you will not be
affecting how the “raw” image is
recorded. This means you might be
dramatically reducing the blue-channel
information that the “blue-hungry”
sensor receives. The result, depending
also on your lighting and exposure,
might be an objectionable amount of
noise in the image. 

The “remedy” isn’t much of one:
If you place a color-correction filter on
the camera to compensate for using the
daylight-balanced technology in a
tungsten-or-lower color-temperature
environment, you will need to use at
least an 80C blue filter. An 80C
absorbs more than a full stop of light,Fr
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Opposite and this page: The music video for Katy Perry’s “Waking Up in Vegas” was shot entirely on
location in Las Vegas by cinematographer Christopher Probst (shown operating the camera in the

middle photo on this page), who used Red One cameras (Build 20 of the firmware) and Arri Master
Prime lenses.
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so if you apply it, your 320-ASA digi-
tal camera will be rated below 160
ASA. Most cinematographers would
not select a 100-ASA or even 200-
ASA negative in a low-light circum-
stance. We would, in fact, probably use
a 500-ASA tungsten stock and push it
as much as one stop, yielding an ASA
of 640-1,000, depending on how we
rate the film and force-processing on
our meter. The difference between
shooting low-light scenes with 100-to-
160-ASA sensitivity vs. 500-to-1,000-
ASA sensitivity speaks for itself. 

Over the course of my experi-
ences with the Red, I’ve grappled with
how to best address this low-light
problem. I almost always choose the
fastest lenses possible, Zeiss Super-
speed T1.3 primes or the newer Arri
Master Primes, which are also T1.3.
The Red is often selected based on
budgetary limitations, and if that’s the
case on your project, obtaining the
costlier Master Primes will be tricky.
On the music video for Katy Perry’s
“Waking Up in Vegas,” however, we
were able to obtain Master Primes. Las
Vegas casino interiors, though adorned
with a dizzying array of blinking,
glowing and flashing lights, are actu-
ally quite dark. Shooting wide-open on
Master Primes and balancing my
supplemental lighting to the existing
ambience allowed me to capture some
of my favorite Red footage to date.

As of this writing, Red Digital
Cinema has said that when it releases
its next camera, the Epic, later this
year, One owners will have the option
of upgrading the One’s sensor to the
new Mysterium-X chip, which will
reportedly offer increased sensitivity
and reduced noise. The company’s
literature does not provide an ASA
rating for the new imager but suggests
that the sensor performs comparably at
around 800 ASA. This will be a great
step toward solving the low-light prob-
lem, and I look forward to testing the
upgrade when it becomes available.

The Red One’s CMOS
Mysterium sensor utilizes what is
called a “rolling” shutter to achieve its
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image capture. Unlike Arri’s D-21
camera, the Red has no physical rotat-
ing reflex mirror; like many digital
cameras on the market, it uses an elec-
tronic-shutter scheme to create an
effective scan-rate at which a frame is
looked at on the sensor. Problems arise
with all electronic rolling shutters
when the camera is moved very
quickly, like with a whip-pan; or when
the camera travels at a fast rate perpen-
dicular to a stationary object; or if there
is a very rapid momentary change in
the exposure condition. In these
instances, strobing, partial exposure or
a skewing of the geometric lines in the
frame can occur.

Strobing caused by camera
panning has been a consideration with
film cameras for decades, but a rolling
shutter can also create split frames of
exposure with very fast changes in the
frame. For example, I recently shot the
video for Chris Brown’s “Crawl” in
downtown Los Angeles using a Red
and anamorphic lenses. In one scene,
we had several paparazzi flashbulbs
going off in-shot. Because still-photo
flashes are very brief in duration, many
of the subsequent exposed “frames” on
the Red recorded half of the flash in
one frame, and the other “half ” in the
subsequent frame. I found this effect to
be very distracting but was unable to
deal with it on set.

The Red has also exhibited
sensitivity to heat, which can affect the
image and camera in peculiar ways.
The camera does have settings that
allow you to control its fan functions,
but even with the camera set to run the
cooling fan continuously — which you
cannot do if you’re also recording on-

set sound — the Red has exhibited
several problems in hot environments.
This is due in part to the camera’s
design: the heat-sink ventilation is

located on the bottom of the body. As
we all know, heat rises. The main chas-
sis of the Red is basically an
aluminum-alloy cylinder, and when
the camera gets hot, the heat rises
inside this tubular body and literally
cooks the electronics inside from the
top down. As the sensor overheats,
several hairline vertical “scratches”
begin to appear in the image; these
defects appear on the viewing output
to the monitor and are also recorded to
the “raw” .r3d files. I have witnessed
this on many occasions with many
different Red bodies. The only way to
solve this problem is to take the camera
into a colder environment and allow it
to cool down. Once it cools, the streaks
in the image will go away. So if you’re
planning to shoot a big Western in
Death Valley in the middle of summer,
you should carefully consider whether
to use the Red — or at least bring lots
of ice packs to place around the body.

I have also found the Red’s
onboard-battery harness to be very
temperamental. I’ve had dozens of Red
cameras power themselves off after the
slightest jostling of the onboard
battery. The contact pins that engage
the batteries are prone to intermittent
failure, and when that happens, the
camera shuts down. This is, of course,
also a service issue for the camera-
rental house, but I have experienced
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this problem with Red cameras
provided by rental houses in all parts of
the world. Potential Red users should
be aware of this, because no one can
guarantee the particular hardware
option/upgrade being used on individ-
ual Red cameras in the field.

This spontaneous powering-
down problem is compounded by the

fact that the Red One has a slow boot-
up time, which I affectionately call “the
longest 90 seconds of your life.” I have
been in situations where we were
getting ready to roll, the set was locked
up, all cuing was at the ready, and as the
slate was placed in front of the camera,
the battery connection failed, and we
had to release everything because it

would then take approximately two
minutes for the Red to return to a roll-
ready state.

There are several workarounds
for this problem. One is that you can
run the camera off a tethered block
battery that is not physically mounted
on the camera. However, the camera
will not indicate when these block
batteries are running low, so power
interruptions can occur in this scenario.
There have been improvements to the
onboard-battery mounts, and more
than one configuration is available
from third-party manufacturers. Still,
this is an ongoing problem, and as Red
cameras age in the rental market, their
connection ports will need to be prop-
erly serviced in order to help prevent
this dreaded occurrence. Additionally,
to avoid reboot delays when changing
batteries, most rental houses now carry
“hot-swap” options so that the camera
will never lose power as batteries or
power-supply sources are changed.

Certain kinds of vibrations can
also create problems with the recording
devices used with the Red One. When
choosing which recording medium to
use, you should take vibration — phys-
ical as well as the kind caused by loud
noise levels — into consideration. The
three most prevalent data-capture
options currently being used with Red
cameras are: 1) recording to Compact
Flash cards that insert directly into the
body; 2) saving the files to an onboard
Red Drive; and 3) using onboard
RedRAM drives.

The Compact Flash card, the
least expensive option, offers the short-
est recording time but is a fairly stable
and proven recording medium.
Occasionally you might encounter a
bad card — I have lost takes to a card
stating a failure after a whole take was
executed — but, for the most part, this
is the most dependable way to save
data on the camera. However, with
most CF cards offering full-resolution
4K recording times comparable to a
1,000' magazine of 35mm film, the
reported time savings of shooting digi-
tal and not having to constantly reload
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film is moot. Also, CF cards do place
limits on the recording speed/resolu-
tion that can be used; a 16GB CF card
will not allow shooting 2K 120 fps
using Redcode 36, whereas Red Drives
and RedRAM drives support that.

Red Drives offer substantially
longer recording times; you can defi-
nitely outrun even the longest film-
load scenario, with more than 120
minutes of capture time available at
4K. But there is a catch: If you are in a
very jarring environment, or even if
you’re just around loud sounds, you
might experience a number of dropped
frames while recording your data to a

Red Drive. On one of my Red projects,
a commercial, the sound of the talent
yelling in a room created hundreds of
dropped frames. The incident could
have gone unnoticed if the assistant
hadn’t been keeping an eye on the
onboard monitor while the monitor
was not “zoomed in.” (When “zoomed
in,” you lose the data-display informa-
tion on the onboard monitor that
shows dropped frames have occurred
during a take.) It’s ironic that the Red
is so often used to shoot music videos,
where loud playback is the norm. It is
somewhat frustrating that if we don’t
want to risk dropped frames with the

Red Drive, we must either switch to
the shorter-record-length CF cards or
acquire RedRAM drives, the most
expensive recording option.

The RedRAM drive utilizes the
same solid-state technology as CF
cards, internally arraying a number of
laptop flash drives together to allow up
to 40 minutes of 4K Redcode Raw
information. The catch is that the
RedRAM drive is approximately five
times more expensive than a standard
Red Drive and roughly nine times
more expensive than a 16GB Red CF
card. However, many filmmakers find
that the long recording time and
comparative stability around vibrations
make this the best recording option of
the three. 

A discussion of the Red One’s
qualities would be incomplete if it
didn’t touch upon the resolution/
compression options the system offers.
It is remarkable that Jim Jannard was
able to bring a 4K camera to the market
at a price point accessible to almost
everyone, but the adage, “If it sounds
too good to be true, it probably is,”
comes to mind. In order to discuss the
Red One’s resolution, it is first neces-
sary to discuss the system’s Mysterium
Bayer-pattern CMOS sensor.

Bayer-pattern imagers incorpo-
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rate a unique system to derive RGB
color information in order to form an
image. In this chip architecture, the
sensor is laid out with groups of four
adjacent color receptors: two green
photosites are arranged diagonally and
are flanked by individual red and blue
photosites. This sort of checkerboard
pattern is repeated across the entire
sensor. (See illustration above.) Color
information for a specific region of the
image must therefore be interpreted by
de-Bayer-processing the green “pixel”
photosites group with their adjacent red
and blue photosites to calculate a cumu-
lative RGB value. Put more plainly,
with a Bayer pattern, each photosite on
the sensor does not represent an indi-
vidual RGB value of color information.
Just how this color-receptor scheme
translates into effective resolution can
lead to confusion when comparing it to
other sensor technologies with different
resolution designations.

For this reason, it is difficult to
compare resolution properties of a 4K
Bayer-pattern camera to a camera that
derives data from oversampled pixels or
from a sensor that utilizes co-sited
photosites, individual photosites that
feature separate RGB “co-sites” to yield

a true one-to-one pixel-to-RGB value.
It’s true that the Bayer-pattern infor-
mation that comes from the Red One’s

sensor is technically 4K data, but in the
real world, the only way the
Mysterium could deliver true 4K reso-
lution would be if the sensor were used
as a monochrome chip, delivering a

black-and-white picture. In that
scenario, each photosite sample would
be discrete and would not be averaged
with any adjacent photosite data; every
photosite would contribute discretely
to the overall resolution. Unfortunately,
with a Bayer-pattern imager, each
photosite on the sensor does not gener-
ate an RGB value. And because a
Bayer-pattern sensor must use color
information from at least four adjacent
photosites to derive a single RGB
value, it is necessarily true that the effec-
tive resolution derived from the 4K
Bayer data is less than 4K.

The cinematographer’s goal with
any format is to use it to the best of its
capabilities and capture as much infor-
mation and latitude as possible. With
that in mind, I state that the Red One
should only be used in the highest-
resolution setting possible for a given
shooting scenario. The system does
allow you to record in a number of
lower resolutions, and with different
degrees of compression, but to do so is
to step onto a very slippery slope.

Let’s suppose for a moment that
you’re hired to shoot a job whose end
result is standard high-definition
1920x1080 24p imagery. You might

This illustration
details a small
section of a Bayer
pattern, which the
Red One’s
Mysterium sensor
utilizes to derive
its color
information. Note
that for every
square four-
photosite cluster
within this scheme,
there are two
green photosites
for every single red
and blue photosite.
De-Bayer
processing is
therefore required
to derive RGB data
values.

“In the real world, 
the only way the
Mysterium could
deliver true 4K 

resolution would 
be if the sensor 
were used as a 

monochrome chip.”
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think it would make sense to simply
shoot the project at that resolution,
thereby avoiding all the down-rezzing
hassles in post. But whenever I have
shot the Red at any resolution setting
other than 4K, there has been a marked
difference in image quality. I’ve had the
opportunity to do direct frame compar-
isons of a scene that was shot at full 4K
16x9 resolution using Redcode 36, and
then, in the same lighting and compo-
sition, at 2K resolution for slow-
motion. The difference from 4K to 2K
was startling. I was viewing the footage
in its purest form, straight from the de-
Bayered .r3d files on a properly cali-
brated system capable of displaying
high resolutions, so I was able to truly
inspect my digital “negative.”

The Red camera alters its resolu-
tion and speed settings by physically
changing the way it “looks” at its sensor
to gather its image data. (See illustra-
tion on p. 65.) In basic terms, as you
lower your resolution settings on the
camera, the camera physically looks at
less and less of the sensor. So when you
switch from 4K to 2K, you effectively
switch from looking at the full Super
35mm-sized sensor to looking at an
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area half that size, comparable to Super
16mm.

This characteristic comes to the
fore when capturing material at higher
frame rates. Suppose you want to
capture a shot at 24 fps and then, with
the same composition, do a take in
slow-motion at 72 fps. Currently, with
Build 20 of Red One firmware, you
must switch the camera to 2K resolu-
tion in order to shoot 72 fps. And
because the camera is now scanning
half the sensor size it was scanning in
the 4K take, you must change lenses on
the camera to compensate. This
becomes increasingly problematic if the
shot in question is a wide shot. If you
originally rolled with a 14mm Ultra
Prime on the camera, you need a 7mm
prime lens to achieve the same field-of-
view when you switch to 2K 72 fps.
Certainly, extreme-wide-angle 35mm-
format lenses exist, but they often
exhibit certain distortion characteristics
and are usually slower than their stan-
dard-focal-length counterparts. The
need to switch the lenses at all is
nuisance enough, but if you want to

accomplish wide slow-motion shots,
you must therefore carry a separate set
of wide 16mm-format lenses to cover
the 2K Super 16mm scan size.

Red Digital Cinema has
corrected much of this problem in its
next camera system, the Epic S35,
which will offer up to 100 fps in 5K
resolution and 125 fps in 4K resolution.
Additionally, the Epic line will feature
several different “brain” modules with
different sensor options, including
Super 35-sized Mysterium-X chips,
full-frame 35mm still photo, 645
format, and even 617 format-sized
Monstro sensors. These cameras will
also feature improvements in the
Redcode compression-setting options.

This brings me to one of 

the most important considerations for 
those considering the Red platform:
compression. One of the miracles 
of the Red One is also one of its
Achilles’ heels. Taking what should be a
massive file of RAW 4K image data and
recording it to a small CF card would
seem to require some form of internal
computational alchemy that Red isn’t
keen to publicize. (It is based on the
JPEG 2000 compression algorithm).
However, in general terms, if you break
a 12-bit 4K Bayer-pattern moving-
image file down to its mathematical
components, it would add up to some-
thing like the theoretical data boxed
below.

Currently, Red’s highest
compression standard — Redcode 36

Theoretical uncompressed 4K image data:
4K 16x9 image (4096 x 2304 pixels) = 9,368,064 pixels per frame

12 bits per pixel = 12 x 9,368,064 = 112,416,768 bits per Bayer-pattern frame
112,416,768 bits /8 = 14,052,096 Bytes
14,052,096 Bytes /1024 = 13,722 KB

13,772.75 KB /1024 = 13.401 MB per frame
13.401 MB x 24fps = 321.627 MB per second or 2573 Mb/s

This is a simple illustration demonstrating the various scanning sizes the Red One uses in its different resolution settings. Note that as the
resolution goes down, so does the physical size of the sensor used.



at 23.98 fps — records approximately
1.8 GB per minute, or .03 GB per
second, which calculates to roughly
240 Mb per second. When you
compare that to an uncompressed data
rate of 2573 Mb/s, you can see that
Redcode 36 offers a compression ratio
in the neighborhood of approximately
10:1. What this means in terms of
image-making is that there are some
definite trade-offs in terms of dynamic
range and subtleties in the range of
tones.

I have seen this in practical tests
with the camera. In one instance, a
Phantom HD camera was set up side-
by-side with a Red One on the camera
prep floor to shoot the same “scene.”
The file that the Phantom HD gener-
ated at 2K resolution was, on average,
approximately 8 times larger than the
Red’s 4K file. Given that significant
amount of compression, coupled with
the Bayer-pattern sensor’s color/resolu-
tion considerations, I have a hard time

calling the Red’s .r3d files true RAW
data.

One final aspect to touch upon

is post. Just as with film cameras, how
you handle the post process for the
Red is as important to the camera’s

performance as how you light and
capture your imagery. With the Red,
“post” really begins the moment the
data is removed from the camera on
set. Careful handling of unprotected
data — footage that has not been
backed up to multiple duplicate drives
— is paramount. The importance of
having properly trained individuals
performing this task cannot be over-
stated. Once the Red’s data exists on
drives as master .r3d files, a whole
range of various image-handling —
and quality-affecting — options open
up.

Without detailing every pipeline
possible for processing and manipulat-
ing Red material, I would point out
that there are several different methods
to de-Bayer, down-rez and online the
raw data to enable color correction and
assembly of an edited project.
Different color-correction platforms
— DaVinci, Luster, Pablo and your
own Apple computer — offer different
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ways to ingest Red material: files
converted to DPX; platforms that can
internally work from the raw .r3d code;
or converting the raw footage to tape,
such as laying the material down to
HDCam-SR. Each of these options
presents its own plusses and minuses in
terms of the ease of post and will have
a different impact on the look of the
image.

Digital cinematography is evolv-
ing daily, and as the specifics of the
tools we use change, the need for cine-
matographers to embrace that change
and maintain our role as the author of
the image is critical. Digital motion-
picture cameras have altered the film-
production paradigm, but their
presence need not be a death knell for
artistry or quality. Just as film has
evolved and matured over the last
century, so, too, will digital capture, and
that is something I’m very excited to
witness and embrace. ●
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The author,
shown here
taking a break
on the set, has
used the Red
One on more
than 50
projects.


